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Figure out Your Child’s Unique Strength
Gail Swift
Speaker & President, Plans to Prosper

EPISODE 47

[Quote]
“Your way is not your kids’ way. You need
to help them find their own pattern of action”
[Description]
Many parents fail to recognize that their kids
have different ways. Identifying your child’s
natural abilities, helps them find an optimal
path in life, find a career in which they will
excel and to gives them the best chance to
succeed.
Gail Swift is a speaker, a certified life coach
and President of Plans to Prosper. In this episode, Gail talks to us about how
every person is uniquely and perfectly capable of creative problem solving, and
how our individual creative instincts are the source of mental energy to create our
own pattern of taking action.
[Intro]
Jaison Dolvane:
Every parent wants to understand their children to unlock their potential & make
them happy.
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Many parents fail to recognize that their kids have different ways. Gail Swift
recognized this with her young children - that they work in a different way than she
does.
She describes these differences as “I thrive on having a lot of things going on at
once and work best under pressure. I brainstorm with my mouth then see if it’s a
viable option. Noah, my oldest, needs to finish what he starts. He likes to have a
plan before he begins, but if he’s put in a room with kids that need the details and
kids that want the big picture, he can find the middle ground and bridge the gap.
Tyler, my youngest, doesn’t need to finish what he starts (which can make chore
time difficult), but excels at physical tasks. He’s a natural with body language and
can usually tell when someone is having a bad day”
As a parent, you need to figure out your child’s strengths and natural abilities.
Identifying this, helps them find an optimal path in life, find a career in which they
will excel and to gives them the best chance to succeed.
Gail Swift is a proven professional that helps parents find their children’s unique
natural abilities. She is a speaker, a certified life coach and President of Plans to
Prosper. In this episode, Gail talks to us about how every person is uniquely and
perfectly capable of creative problem solving, and how our individual creative
instincts are the source of mental energy to create our own pattern of taking action.

[Episode]
Coming soon…

[Outro]
Thank you for listening.
SUBSCRIBE: Make sure to subscribe to this podcast on Apple podcasts or Spotify
or wherever you listen, we would really appreciate if you can leave us a review on
apple podcasts or send us any feedback to reachingroots@wishslate.com.
SIGN-UP for the WishSlate App: Find items from any stores, save items to one
list and share, buy, gift from family and friend lists. Visit
https://app.wishslate.com
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[Resources & Links]
Gail Swift: Plans to Prosper Coaching
https://www.planstoprospercoaching.com/

